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Cat Star


if there is a dog start here should be
one for cats
not lion, not leopard
although they are deserving
but a Domestic Shorthaired cat star
firm in the heavens
burning like a green-gold eye
shedding a few photons
on a prowl though the galaxies

(I have hidden your body
in among ground down shale
powdered clam shell and centuries of leaf mold
bright leaves feed small trees here
twigs grow and crumble
squirrels leave husks from summer grasses

in the winter birds will come
scattering seeds across the snow where you lay
and I will know
you are safe
your molecules are migrating out
into the movements of the years
swirling in sun, storm and bitter cold

you are singing the disintegrating cat song
a whisker song
a clawed paw song
a silent cat song that spreads out to the stars
hums through the universe
then falls back gently
teaching the old carbon and iron and calcium compounds
what it is to be a component of earth
dancing in the drifted leaves
and what it is to be a part of all you loved)

if there is a dog star
there should be one for cats




Neophyte Station


she walks out along the steel rail into space
which is closer than we know, starting at the surface

behind her the outer orbit station looks cold, dead
but she knows what’s inside—lights, water, life

she walks further, testing her balance  though it doesn’t matter
her suit has propulsion, her feet don’t touch anything

deeper and deeper she looks into space, willing to see
everything cosmic, everything universal, ghosts of stars

trails humanity has blazed with garbage
colors that might mean something to someone or somethings

com unit crackles: come in, you’re drifting, come in
and she hesitates, having almost caught the mystery this time

her gloved hand reaches out and she wishes her body
was compatible with what she sees 
as the lifeline drags her back




 Spotting UFOs While Canning Tomatoes

(for Karen Schaffer, Laurel Winter, and Eleanor Arnason)


First get your tomatoes
this is not as easy as it seems
if you are going to go to all that trouble
they might as well be good ones:
red, full of flavor, perfectly ripe 
not a lot of bruises
grow them yourself
or get them from a farmers’ market:
             Big Boy, Big Girl, Roma, Chico
 Super Beefsteak, Early Pick, Lady Luck, Rutgers,
I’ve canned them all
just be sure they’re good

pick a cool evening to do this if you can  
unfortunately
cool evenings and  tomatoes rarely go together
think of your pioneer grandmothers
indian grandmothers
slave grandmothers
immigrant grandmothers
putting up whole gardens for families of ten
and the hired hands
think of winter and canned tomatoes from the store
tasting of tin
purse your lips in disgust
roll up your sleeves
and get to work
(a friend taught me to do this
long ago
when I was young and poor but had plenty of tomatoes
she put my tomato destiny in my own hands 
as well as my peach, pear, applesauce and jelly destiny)

make sure you have enough jarslids, rings and time
read through the instructions
(you know what your memory is like)
then fire up the canner and go for it

it’s still the same hot water bath
taking too much room on the stove
a battered saucepan for scalding lids
bigger sauce pan for scalding tomoatoes
to make them easier to peel

then it’s peel and core, my girl, peel and core
chop those tomatoes down
slip off the skins , keep the water hot

paring knife nicks, seeds spurt out
acids sting my skin
adds to the general redness

mere mortals should clear the kitchen
order out pizza---if they want to eat
it’s like a marathon:

sweat, determination , endurance
going for the long distance---
you have to remember to drink water
so you don’t dehydrate

as I go along, lift hot jars, dump water
push in the tomatoes, wipe the rims
leave a space for expansion
try to guess how much is enough
when I tighten down the lids
as a go along I philosophize
on the meaning of life
meditate on the smile of my grandmother
female bonding
female machisma 
think about the farm women doing four times as much as this
every day all summer
and gasp, shake my head
I’ll never understand how they did it

while the first batch boils I get ready for the next 
try to stockpile against time and weariness
shift from one sore foot to another 
wad up the newspaper, wipe up flooding juice
save skins for the compost

I glance out the kitchen window and spot moving lights in the sky
an airplane, I think,
then as steam rises around my head I realize
there are no flight patterns outside my kitchen window
my hands clench, I think: UFOs, Flying Saucers,
aliens, green monsters
tentacle sentient creatures who need women to:
                         can tomatoes?
the heck with them, let them can their own tomatoes!

the kitchesn a mess
I’ve burned myself twice
used a bandaie
scalded the inside of my arm with steam
but there are the first seven jars
and one by one
    ping!
goes the beat of my heart as the seal down

take that, alien invaders

I work on into the night---not talking much—
hit a plateau
where it seems I’ll never see the last bushel done
but finally
it’s done
last jar is sealed
I dump the five gallons of hot water down the drain
so the canner won’t rust
wipe down the counters
clean off the stove top
         touch once more all the women
everywhere, even outer space aliens
who put something aside for winter

    





	Seeking Experiment


The sorceress gathers blood and turquoise in her hands
rubs them, clicking and dripping,
blows her breath
rank with ancient words
into the coagulating mass.

She asks for truth,
naked as a baby,
slippery with birth,
She takes her hands away
removing the mold of her bones,
chants a begging spell
as the form holds,
opens its blue eyes
and red streaked mouth,
then spatters to her bare feet
short-lived
as ever.

Flies come to drink the blood
as she counts the days to the next moon
and her next chance to experiment.



 Partial View of a Supernova

blank the screens they cried
hands like paddles across their eyes.

just another burnout—
and I loved it as it burst
from the slavery of fusion
to a comfortable coal
excess energy flung away
to blind us
like rain beating down
centuries after the fact
 
aged photons
with speed as their only expression
can’t even whisper “eternity”
as they flee further
into the past




Full House

Playing hand after had
of DNA poker
gamete talk
whispers through the wall:
“Your deal, stranger,” she says








